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ABSTRACT
The vast and complex array of assets employed for oil and gas exploration, production
processing and transport supports the Operator’s overall objectives of achieving high
levels of production and asset availability, contractual and revenue targets, and
preservation of Operator reputation as required by shareholders and end-users alike.

Invariably, an impaired or wholesale loss of component or system operation may occur
resulting in a marked impact on those Operator objectives, safety, integrity and
reliability of the system, notwithstanding the wider detriment to human life,
environment and breaches of regulatory and/or legislative compliance.

Effective and pro-active asset management is therefore deemed to be an absolute
priority for the industry at large and must be encouraged to effectively control and
manage all operational assets upsets initiating such control from design through to
decommissioning and abandonment.

Pipelines management is one area where pro-active management is critical to ensure
hydrocarbon transport in a safe, secure and reliable manner. The combination of riskbased applied integrity management methods and processes together with reliability
engineering tools and techniques have far reaching powers to ensure that pipelines
are maintained over their intended design life and in many cases now, over an
extended life period.

Pipelines management however, cannot be wholly sustained from a technical input
alone; it also requires effective and robust management ranging from the Organisation
itself – providing the framework of the tools, culture, behaviour, and leadership from
senior management; in other words its ‘Duty to Care’ to the skills, knowledge and
competency of the ‘individual’; driving each individual forward for delivering collective
excellence and reinforcing Operator reputation within the oil and gas industry.

This paper endeavours to demonstrate how the combination of a Pipelines Integrity
Management programme which we apply in the ‘real world’ provides the perfect arena
upon which pipelines design and operation, safety management, asset reliability, and
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importantly the skills and competency of the individuals within the organisation can
achieve Operators’ objectives of controlling and managing its exposure to technical,
economic and ever-increasing political challenges and risks.
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Background
The offshore and subsea industry is a prime example where managing risk means
controlling and managing the potential failure of equipment and systems. Those who
are both accountable and responsible across the spectrum of tasks and activities in
delivering hydrocarbon fluids/products have a defined responsibility to ensure that all
production assets perform as they are intended to over their life cycle.

Any asset failure, either as a result of component failure or wholescale breakdown
causes an impact to varying degrees on safety and human life, economic
performance, arresting or reducing production and importantly, consequences for both
the environment at large and Company reputation; collectively, failures, no matter how
insignificant or significant, can be perceived as being ‘bad for business’.

The bases of ensuring that operational assets perform as they are intended to, under
specific environmental and operating conditions dictates as a minimum pre-requisite,
the provision of both ‘safe and reliable’ assets; achieved through the combination of a
number of essential parameters such as: expert design, quality in fabrication and
correct installation, operational knowledge, human input and consistent scrutiny of
asset life-cycle performance.

In order to achieve an optimum balance between these parameters throughout the life
cycle of the assets rests very much on the skills, knowledge and importantly on the
competency possessed by those individuals and the team at large responsible for
specific tasks and activities such as design or operations.

However, those skills and competencies which need to be translated into positive
attributes for the organization, typically an oil and gas operator, does not rest singularly
with the individual and the team, but more so with the manner and driving force by
which the organization provides the framework to provide the culture, the behaviour,
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and the leadership into driving each individual forward for collective excellence and
reinforcing its reputation as its industry ethos.

The framework required to achieve this is both ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ between two parties
such that it very much remains within the organisation to devise and implement the
reality of the guidelines and requirements to support individuals in their technical
prowess and empowering individuals to strive for excellence, together with the virtual
awareness by those individuals whose beliefs are in common with the organization,
i.e. delivering excellence.

The essential ingredient is to ensure that any framework proposed and implemented
becomes a workable and motivating tool both for the organization and the individual –
where the individual believes in a sense of purpose and a sense of excellence to be
achieved and for the organization to capture high levels of trust, commitment and
performance – in other words the investment and expenditure of ‘human capital’ is
recognized as worthwhile both for the individual and the organization over time.

Introduction
With reference to the preceding narrative, we have identified Operators’ assets as a
‘collective entity’ in which the sum of all its component parts provide a unified and
homogenous system capable to produce, process and transport hydrocarbon fluids
from one location to another. Without doubt, pipelines form the principal and safety
critical component part of operators’ oil and gas assets and serve as a safe, secure,
reliable and a cost-effective method of hydrocarbon ‘movement’ whether on land or to
or from the offshore/subsea environment. The increasing numbers of worldwide
pipeline projects alone as witnessed is seemingly unrelentless as well as those already
in operation, owing to global and competing requirements for greater energy demands
from both the consumer and commercial sectors.
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Asserting the evolving importance of pipelines comes into perspective looking at the
more modern historical association with crude production; in the early days in
continental United States drilling for oil commenced in 1859 in Pennsylvania with the
‘product’ being transported to rail stations by teamsters using converted whiskey
barrels and horses !

In a means to both expedite and facilitate the easy handling and transport of crude,
the first wooden (oil) pipeline, about 9 miles in length, was built in 1865, in essence
by-passing the teamsters. The first pipes were short and basic, to deliver oil from drill
holes to nearby tanks or refineries. The rapid increase in demand for a useful product,
in the early case, kerosene, led to more wells and a greater need for transportation of
the products to markets; the development of better and longer pipes and pipelines and
became a common method of moving crude oil. In the 1860’s as the pipeline business
grew, quality control of pipe manufacture became a reality and the quality and type of
metal for pipes improved from wrought iron to steel. By the turn of the century, oil was
discovered as far west as California. Crude oil pipelines carrying oil from the prolific
fields in Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas to the refineries in the East began to cross the
country. By the advent of WW I, crude oil pipelines where traversing much of the
nation. This prolific example, once again demonstrates the significant contributions
that pipelines have made in delivering and serving the population.

In the Middle East, the initiation of the oil industry in this region, saw the fore-runner
of today’s global market player, British Petroleum, (BP), emerge into the limelight with
the significant discovery made by William Knox d’Arcy in 1908 in Persia (Iran) at
Masjed Soleiman in South West Iran. By 1911 AIOC had run a pipeline from the find
to a refinery at Abadan.

Other locations throughout the Middle East, Africa, Far East and the Indian subcontinent have also seen prolific oil and gas exploration and production. In parallel,
production of hydrocarbon product has necessitated the implementation of an effective
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transport and delivery system through in-country and trans-border pipelines to
respective processing facilities and end-users alike.

Overall, the industry has seen a predominant and notable shift away from the more
‘localised’ pipeline project toward a more multi-national and more politically oriented
programme in which transport and delivery of hydrocarbons across international
borders presents far greater sensitivities and susceptibilities in terms of ensuring
safety and security of supply where upset conditions may occur as a result of political
and commercial disputes, 3rd party interference, sabotage, misappropriation, in
comparison with the more ‘simplified’ pipeline upset conditions such as time
dependent effects of pipeline corrosion, fatigue etc..

From an operator’s perspective, the overall objectives of achieving production,
contractual and revenue targets, with the minimum of disruptions, provides the
imperative whereby transport of crude or product through pipelines and pipeline
systems must be safeguarded at all costs against ‘losses’ – this cannot be perceived
as a simple and straightforward exercise in patrolling pipelines 24 hours per day or
reacting to pipeline leaks or rupture ‘as and when’ it happens – the formula to longterm operational success is one of a holistic approach to design, operations and
overall pipelines management based on a ‘cradle to grave’ programme, whereby
methodologies are factored in originating from detailed examination and integrity
audits of the bases of design through to decommissioning as well as utilising the skills
and competencies of individuals.

The instigation, implementation and exercising of this programme has become all the
more critical in today’s oil and gas global market where robust pipeline management
is fundamental to securing the ‘safe’ delivery of hydrocarbons; both in terms of
developing and reinforcing trade links and establishing and continuing mutual cooperation between sovereign nations and of course notwithstanding the obvious
issues relating to the mitigation of substantive remedial or repair costs, revenue
losses, loss in operator integrity when ‘things go wrong’.
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The single most important attribute in order to achieve these targets is to ensure that
delivery to market is made ‘safe, secure and reliable’. From an integrity management
perspective the increasing integration of reliability engineering and management
provides the tools and techniques from which the performance of asset or pipeline
availability can be made, providing an impact during the design and development
phases of a project. In contrast, the tools and techniques associated with integrity
management provides a more practical perspective relating to the identification and
anticipation of failures through inspection and monitoring in order to organise and
implement robustly planned IMR programmes during the operational stages of say
pipelines operations (Figure 1).
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The uncertainty surrounding any structure in terms of its operational life – pipelines,
platforms, vessels, as examples, is an accepted inevitability however safe and reliable
a specific asset may be, such that failure may occur at any stage of its life as a result
of internal and external threats Figure 2.
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Figure 2

Probability of Failure Plot for Pipeline Life

Notwithstanding this, responsible Operators must consistently exercise a significant
‘Duty to Care’ to ensure that failures do not occur, (an improbable task !), however, in
the event of asset failure, for example, pipeline loss of containment, structural fatigue,
etc; the risks associated with the consequences of failure must be minimised to a
degree which is both economical in consensus and in line with ALARP principles
(Figure 3). As noted above, prior to the point of failure, mitigation should be addressed
by exacting design, correct materials selection and compatibilities, compliant
construction practices and QA/QC practices, operational consistency.
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Figure 3

The ALARP principle

We note from all of the above brief descriptions that since its humble beginnings,
pipelines or forms of pipelines have been responsible for re-locating and moving fluids
of one description or another, sometimes over vast distances, to satisfy the energy
requirements of the people and of nations and will continue to do so, as the most safe
and cost-effective form of fluid transport.

Similarly, the considerable changes and developments in pipeline form, design,
materials, construction, installation, inspection, operations, and maintenance
methodologies that have been witnessed within the oil and gas industry over
substantive time, has enabled their greater functional flexibility, for example: process
and product transport over extended distances to reach isolated communities,
enhanced cross-border trade ties, extraction and delivery of hydrocarbons from
subsea reservoirs and at increased water depth providing unique challenges to
designers and contractors alike, transport of aggressive process fluids through
materials improvements, inspection techniques allowing consistent monitoring of
pipeline internal conditions to safeguard pipeline integrity.
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As Safety Critical ‘Elements’ (SCE’s), pipelines must be able to withstand variation in
their operating regime over their intended design life, which typically may be for 30
years and beyond and where ‘life-extension’ of pipelines is being commonly
considered by many operators nowadays, to mitigate costly replacements.

An imperative inherently exists in pipeline owners and operators philosophies and
integrity management policies therefore to ensure that pipelines continue to be safe,
secure and a reliable method of hydrocarbon transport. This is achieved in a number
of ways: through control and management of the adequacy and robustness in
pipelines design; through design and technical integrity assurance reviews,
comprehensive and compliant installation and construction practices together with
robust QA/QC monitoring throughout, project interfaces co-ordination and cooperation in the light of multi-national and cross-border pipeline routings, as examples.

In addition, the maintenance of pipeline ‘life integrity’ using structured and wellplanned pro-active inspection and maintenance regimes to determine the ‘Integrity
Verification’ of the pipeline(s) as well as to determine the continued ‘Fit-for Purpose’
status serves as an invaluable tool in securing pipeline safety and longevity.

Implementation of these operational ‘tools’ are fundamental in minimising pipeline
functional failures to an absolute minimum (in accordance with industry ALARP
philosophies) and that all fluids can be delivered in a secure manner to the end-user.
In the case of high pressure gas pipelines however, all pipeline owners and operators
can only pursue the fundamental premise of ‘zero’ leak tolerance for obvious reasons.
The criticality of this requirement emerges for a number of compelling reasons in
todays and future oil and gas operational requirements:



That, a visible and discernible shift away is being made from more regional or

national pipeline projects toward to the more influential and powerful multi-national
and politically oriented projects,
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That, in view of the increased ‘global’ dimension of pipeline projects, the

increased risks associated with pipeline operations becomes of greater concern for
the operators, in terms of susceptibilities and/or sensitivities to upset conditions as a
result of cross-border anomalies and/or disagreements, 3rd party interference,
sabotage, theft, etc.


That, the extended distances of pipelines together with their environment, e.g.

subsea,– seabed topographies, subsea geohazards, increased water depths
(uncommonly now at 1000/2000m +), high pressure, high temperature (HPHT
systems), or land based units – traversing terrain variation and climatic conditions, jungles, deserts, mountainous, seismic regions

- all demand greater pipelines

management systems.


Substantive upsets arising as a result of pipeline failures can have varying

degrees of consequences and effects ranging from easily dealt with pipeline leaks
(loss of containment), to catastrophic pipeline failures releasing substantive oil and /
or gas inventories to the environment and damage to communities, substantive
financial impact to both owners and operators in terms of remediation costs, loss in
production revenue and cost to ‘operator integrity’ in the commercial market-place
(investor and consumer confidence) and failure to deliver in accordance with
contractual commitments.


Sensitivities with respect to political partnering and mutual governmental

agreements for high cost pipeline projects – (Nordstream €8 Bn, Nabucco €8Bn) –
agreements and mutual co-operation, financing requirements and restrictions.

The Notion of ‘Safe’ Assets - Safety Mindedness
We are all reminded about safety in one capacity or another, around the home, around
the workplace and so on; nowhere is more significant than the offshore and/or subsea
industry environment where safety is critical and safety is paramount in every aspect.
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To date, we have seen numerous incidents which have occurred within the offshore
environment; whether pipeline failures, platform failures, valve failures and human
errors all culminating in varying degrees of damage and impact to human life and the
environment; notwithstanding the substantive cost to repair and replace as well as lost
production revenues and Operator reputation. It is imperative therefore that as oil and
gas industry practitioners (in whatever capacity), there is an implied ‘Duty to Care’
which extends from the ‘humble’ individual to the ‘Chairman of the Board’ to concern
ourselves with safety and where safety extends from concept design through to
abandonment of offshore/subsea assets (Figure 4, 5).
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Figure 4

Organisation interface and Management ‘Duty to Care’
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Figure 5

Organisation ‘Duty to Care’ –

Balance between ‘Control’ and ‘No-Control’ of Organisational requirements

From the perspective of an integrity management programme, safety plays a
component part of not only pipelines infrastructure but all operational assets
particularly as all of these systems continue to age - the so-called ‘ageing assets’
syndrome. Globally, deterioration of a wide range of oil and gas assets due to
corrosion, fatigue, cracking; is readily evident in any plant, structure; notwithstanding
those deteriorative effects due to manufacturing, fabrication and installation errors. In
fact it can be stated that the biggest challenge facing, not only industry practitioners
such as engineers, designers, installers and Operators for now and for the future, is
Safety - how today’s designers and Operators perceive and implement safety will be
judged by the Industry’s safety standards in the future.

In addition, many Operators are now facing compromising situations in terms of
maintaining a safety regime i.e. providing ‘safe assets’ (a legal requirement to provide
a safe workplace for its personnel) while delicately determining the balance between
commercial investment and extending asset life (asset life extension – ‘ALE’) which
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has become a significant focus, certainly within the UK offshore oil and gas industry;
no doubt this is mirrored in other producing regions of the world.

Many assets having exceeded their original design life are now are called upon to
continue to operate for many more years in order to meet energy demands. The
implications therefore of providing safe, secure and reliable assets at lowest costs
becomes ever more critical; the concept of a Pipeline Integrity Management System
(PIMS) therefore is based upon three key parameters, namely: Safety, Reliability and
Costs. The expressions of reliability, its applicability and its mechanism of assuring
safe assets is discussed in the next section of this paper.

All assets must therefore be seen to be demonstrably safe - in terms of posing the
absolute minimum risk to human life and surrounding environment as well as being
able to satisfy strict compliance with codes, standards, laws whether national or
international. Typically, as an example, The Pipeline Safety Regulations (PSR) 1996
(United Kingdom) sets out and describes both general and additional regulations with
respect to pipelines design, construction, operation and maintenance requirements.

As part of the PSR 1996 regulations the additional requirement of a Major Accident
Prevention Document (MAPD) demonstrates that the Operator is compliant with
assessing the inherent risks, supported by an appropriate Safety Management System
(SMS). This allows pipeline safety to be controlled and managed over the asset lifecycle employing all of the organisations resources, procedures, individual and
organisational competencies to minimise any upset conditions.

However, regulatory regimes have been generally ‘prescriptive’, such that guidance or
recommendations are provided to Operators when to inspect and how to maintain their
assets. With the inherent uncertainties and varying risks associated with any pipeline,
pipeline segment or asset, this regime is not conducive or adaptable where different
inspection needs or methods or varying risks inevitably arise. In this way, any evolving
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risks may be overlooked and/or the use of more advanced or new technologies for
identifying and hence controlling and managing the risks can be missed.

A more modern outlook therefore is to employ risk management methods using a ‘goal
setting’ regime which improves safety levels by employing best use of available
resources to hand and best practices in risk control measures. It must be recognized
however, that all risks cannot be entirely eliminated but can be targeted to optimize
how and where such resources should be deployed.

The implementation of risk management tools and techniques provides a number of
positive benefits, amongst which are: identification of all possible risks, risk mitigation
controls, allowing the best possible risk information to ensure those accountable and
responsible for asset safety to provide ‘best possible’ management decisions – i.e.
corporate leadership, regulatory compliance and code.

Using pipelines as a good example, risk management methods are only one part of a
Company’s overall management system which collectively employs and empowers
the Company’s infrastructure in terms of processes, people, information etc., into a
single and ‘living’ document which sets out and describes the mechanism and
methodology by which the Company’s assets will be managed, by whom, how targets
are to be achieved and implemented and critically, how integrity performance is
measured; together with the review processes and auditing of the programme in order
to ensure that ‘asset management’ is executed in a timely, quality and cost-effective
manner. An overall management system can be represented as shown in Figure xxxx.

In expressing the risks associated with operational assets, the picture should not be
entirely one of doom and gloom where we it can be abnormally perceived that failures
are always occurring; to put this into perspective we can categorically state that
pipelines and other production assets are inherently safe, secure and reliable assets
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and will continue to be so where reliability is factored in together with the employment
of skilled and competent personnel as discussed hereafter.

In the practical sense, evidence lends itself to supporting the fact that pipelines are
safe, safer than the use of motor vehicles. As an example, albeit depicting onshore
pipeline incident statistical evidence, being more extreme compared to offshore data,
Figures 6 & 7 depicts representative statistics for the period 1991-2010 (relevant to
U.S.) demonstrating the relatively low levels of pipeline incidents and fatalities. Figure
8 indicates the causes of pipeline breakdown, with corrosion and materials/welding
failures playing the major role in pipeline loss.

Figures 6 & 7

Onshore Pipeline Incidents and Fatalities (US)
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Figure 8

Principal Causes of Pipelines Breakdown Mechanisms

Despite the data a little out of date, those causes of breakdown, namely corrosion and
3rd party interference continue to represent the principal breakdown factors.
Offshore data, represented from the most recent survey of 2001, similarly depicts
corrosion being a principal breakdown mechanism associated with offshore pipelines
and risers as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9

Offshore Data (PARLOC 2001) for Pipeline and Riser Damage in the
North Sea (United Kingdom)
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Comparatively speaking, in the same period, the (average) number of motor vehicle
incidents recorded within Europe and U.S. is some 2/4 Million per annum compared
to approximately 400-500 only for pipelines and those recorded fatalities being 75,000
(average) for motor vehicles (Figure 10) and approximately 30 on average per annum
for pipelines, as shown in Figure 15. On a ‘like for like’ basis, therefore, we see
alarming levels of motor vehicle incidents causing fatalities compared to those incurred
by pipelines–pipelines can truly be said therefore to be a ‘safe’ means of transport
based on these statistics.

Figure 10

Comparative statistics for motor vehicle incidents (Europe/US data)
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Integrity Management and Reliability – A Compatible Partnership
A typical pipeline integrity management programme will endorse the continuing ‘fit-forpurpose’ status of the pipeline (pipeline system) or identify anomalies where further
investigation and / or remediation will be required.

Collectively, the object of

inspections and surveys are to generate data (historical data) from which further
inspection planning and resource optimisation can be made in terms of financial
commitment, manpower and hardware resources. The increasing use of risk-based
inspection (RBI) programmes together with historical data has allowed those
resources to be directed to areas where they are most needed to control and manage
associated risks.

In this way, it may said that the applicability of an integrity management programme
focuses principally toward the operational phases whereby inspection maintenance
and repair of assets and facilities are the key tasks and activities. The assessments
made from the inspection findings allow measures to be introduced to control and
mitigate any risks which would otherwise lead to potential asset failure.

The question therefore arises, what if control and mitigation of risks could be
enhanced, (or even eliminated?) at the outset of asset deployment by using powerful
tools and techniques to provide assets which are deemed to be safe, secure and
reliable?; in essence this is taken to mean how can we improve component / system
design, fabrication, installation, quality control etc., which can ultimately lead to safe
and reliable assets.

This would undoubtedly be of immense benefit, for example where the deployment of
assets in deepwater and remote locations in areas such as offshore West Africa,
Brazil, Caspian Sea require to be both available and reliable, at levels approaching
100%. This inherently dictates that the product of robust design, rigorous fabrication
and installation procedures and strict compliance etc. provides assets which will be
‘operationally maintenance free’.
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The notion of failure from any deepwater asset lying in say 2000-3000m of water is an
unthinkable prospect; (especially where the commodity is vital to the sovereign states
valuable foreign revenue) presenting a substantive challenge in terms of subsea
intervention and impact on cost - cost of intervention, repairs, production losses and
impact to the environment at large. Any measures introduced which can mitigate this
can only be perceived as a positive benefit to the Operator.

The use of reliability tools and techniques such as Fault and Event Tree (FTA/ETA)
analyses, RAM analyses etc., have become recognised as powerful methods by which
statistical forecasts are made with respect to the reliability, availability, maintainability
and operability performance of components/systems (Figure 11).

ITP
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Figure 11

Integrity Management and Reliability Tools and Techniques

The use of reliability analyses / engineering is not a new concept within engineering
analytical requirements. It is particularly and powerful tool which allows an
understanding of the background to potential asset risks, identification of those assets
which can fail, why and how assets can fail, how they can be designed, fabricated and
operated etc. Reliability analyses / engineering is increasingly being applied to the
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subsea environment to achieve added value to asset operation - especially where
accessibility in deepwater, remote locations are problematic where high cost of
interventions and repairs are notable.

Having stated that reliability analyses and engineering can be of a significant benefit
to maintain pipelines; its use can only be perceived as being entirely effective and
beneficial when it is used as a consistent input into various stages of the project,
namely at the design, fabrication, installation and operations stages. This provides the
best approach for making critical decisions which will influence the outcome of both
the availability and reliability of the assets (pipelines). In addition, it allows an
identification of what the availability targets to be achieved are and how to achieve
them based on system architecture, inspection and maintenance regimes.

Where the use of reliability analyses is performed only at the output stage of design
etc., it not only dilutes both its benefits and effectiveness but moreover does not allow
systematic decisions to be made throughout project phases – important where
significant risks are associated with the project such as use of innovative technologies,
novel materials and outwith operational parameters.

The overall impact of this is of significant importance, especially when dealing with the
deepwater regimes as noted above. By employing and integrating these tools and
techniques together with an overarching integrity management programme provides
an effective dual system whereby the actions of both the design individuals/teams and
those of operations and maintenance become jointly responsible for the decision
making process throughout the project life cycle; in other words a balance is to be
arrived at between achieving safety at cost effective levels whilst being able to provide
asset performance at their maximum availability.

As much as these tools can be used to improve the overall outcome in terms of the
safety of assets during the operational phase, one must be mindful that the results
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achieved from asset performance can only be as good as the data being used within
the RAM or FTA analyses at the outset; generally speaking, quality of data is preferred
to voluminous amounts of data.

Notwithstanding this, the synergy existing between the integration of reliability
analyses and integrity management is such that the inspections and surveys carried
out together with the reported failures, causes and consequences of failures, failure
modes, etc., allows data to be built up, as well as improved upon in order to achieve
better design and in turn enhanced reliability and availability.

The Role of Competency within the Oil and Gas Industry - The Promotion
of Safe and Reliable Assets
It has not gone unnoticed that the ever burgeoning energy requirements on a global
scale requires an ever increasing requirement of asset infrastructure, whether
onshore, offshore or subsea. Global energy projects over the next 5-10 years will
attract investments of hundreds of billion of dollars – materials, hardware, manpower,
support activities and so on. This is despite the current climate where progressive
reduction in both CAPEX and OPEX in hardware, manpower can be seen to
detrimental to the industry.

As even a simple example, pipelines infrastructure to transport oil, gas, products
globally is ever expanding both onshore and subsea; China itself is undertaking a
rigorous and unrelentless programme of pipelines construction across its vast
continent to enable the delivery of gas to its cities, towns and villages. The need for
gas into Europe, where domestic gas production is on the decline, has already seen
the construction and operation in 2012 of the long distance subsea pipelines –
Nordstream project; with others arising such as TANAP and so on.
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Notwithstanding this remarkable expansion of operational assets in all its forms, the
fundamental ‘fuel’ required to ‘make these projects happen’ is manpower itself and the
use and application of the training, skills, knowledge and importantly competency;
without these attributes, achieving operator objectives, achieving safe assets is
entirely an unworkable, even unthinkable goal.

The industry of today is facing, and therefore needs to address a number of critical
challenges by which the industry can achieve its goals in terms of increasing technical
and commercial presence and prowess within the global marketplace; whilst
maintaining an optimum balance between those goals and the ever-presence external
concerns of environmental damage.

The author of this paper has noted on several occasions in various literature the extent
to which the need for skilled and competent individuals are one of the limitations in
achieving these goals; the skills shortage in the marketplace is not a new phenomenon
and has existed for many years in fact, where personnel retire from the industry, local
or international limitations of the labour market where cross-border working is severely
limited exists does nothing to enhance the industry.

Equally, we now exist in an era where (globally), ageing assets are a keynote arena
which is being focussed on and therefore require the skills of those individuals who
understand and can promote innovative solutions for this problem in order to mitigate
the overall risks associated with such assets with respect to Operator reputation and
the environmental challenges.

Collectively it may be stated therefore that a number of issues are of most significance
in this area, namely: the issues of education, training, competency evaluations,
recruitment, leadership, ‘Duty to Care’ by senior management and so on.

The

question to be posed therefore is how can we as industry practitioners capture and
develop the needs for the oil and gas industry to provide these ‘competent’ personnel
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and importantly who is to be held accountable and responsible for driving forward this
urgent need? The ensuing argument will endeavour to promote to the industry a
framework by which this is possible.

This paper has already reflected upon the requirement that by providing robust design
as well executing good industry fabrication and operational procedures, quality control
etc., through to the skills, knowledge and competency of the individual, a basic
platform is created upon which it can be assured that safe assets can be achieved.
Similarly, the contribution or framework by which the Organisation provides the
necessary tools, culture, behaviour, and the leadership into driving this ‘platform’
forward in order to deliver and promote excellence and maintain its reputation is
paramount, as noted in Figures 4 & 5 above.

Broadly speaking, the Organisation must nurture a positive regime for the promotion
and development of trust, commitment and performance such that the use of ‘human
capital’ is recognized as a worthwhile investment both for the individual and the
Company.

The framework upon which this can be achieved is said to be a controlled and well
managed balance of the ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ states between two parties such that it very
much remains within the Organisation to devise and implement the reality of the
guidelines and practices as well as those workable and motivating tool to support
individuals to strive for excellence, together with the virtual awareness by those
individuals whose beliefs are in common with the Organisation, i.e. delivering
excellence.

The Acquisition of and Achievement of Competency
The instigator of a programme through which skills and competency are to be
developed and achieved must rest with the Organisation itself through the publication
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of a Organisational wide policy: ‘The Competency Policy’ or ‘The Competency
Assurance Policy’ setting out and describing its intentions in this area.

As with any integrity management programme all Organisation’s set out and describe
its asset management policy from which specific IM programmes and plans are
developed. In much the same way therefore, it is therefore with the sole agreement of
the entire board of directors / senior management, as accountable and responsible
Company officers, to provide the framework policy upon which the guiding principles
are embellished for the development of competent personnel.

The specific attributes upon which the policy is established must clearly demonstrate
the Organisation’s intention to be wholly committed to a number of key concerns such
as; safeguarding human life, the protection of the environment, the development and
provision of a highly competent workforce by the application of a minimum standard
of competency and continual assessments, the demonstration to all external parties
such as stakeholders, partners, contractors that personnel are in place to execute the
work required of them.

The significant feature which arises as a result of these guiding principles is to capture
and retain a highly trained, skilled, competent and importantly, a well-motivated
individual able to perform their duties, tasks and responsibilities. By enabling this
programme across not only one person but by a group, a team, provides the Company
with a foundation for excellence and an interface to satisfy external parties.

In order to formulate such a robust workforce it is useful to propose an insight to the
reader how this can be practically achieved and incorporated into a Company’s
education and training infrastructure based on the authors perspective.

The setting out of a structured, disciplined and progressive programme is the
fundamental route to capturing individuals as ‘novices’ and transporting them through
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the programme as well as practical experiences; the end result being to create an
individual as a ‘expert’ in his or her discipline (Figure 12 & 13). In this way, the actual
passage of time creates the environment by which competency can truly be said to be
achieved – it is erroneous to believe that simply by training or acquiring new found
skills can lead to an individual being awarded the title of being ‘competent’.

TRAINING, SKILLS & COMPETENCY

Adapt
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Performing
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KNOWLEDGEABLE
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Enquire
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Figure 12

Progressive Pathway from Novice to Expert
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Figure 13

Progressive Pathway from Novice to Expert
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In this way, the individual is similarly rewarded in their own development as well being
able to progress their careers in a direction of their own choosing and therefore being
able to be held both accountable and responsible for their actions and decision making
processes.

The system creates its own ‘cause and effect’ cycle whereby the

programmes perpetuates not only competent individuals but a new generation of
leaders for the industry.

In order to implement such a programme a feasible starting point will be to set out the
development / training framework upon which the programme is based; such a
framework will be based on the range of disciplines which serve the Company’s
interests: in human resources, technical, commercial, legal, and so on. Using the input
of in-house experts a framework or matrix is constructed, verified and accordingly
approved at senior and Organisation board level. It is only at this level that an
Organisation’s programme can be truly endorsed where the commitment of executive
officers is unequivocal.

The typical framework depicted in Figure 14 shows the pathway through which the
individual is taken under the auspices of the Organisation’s policy requiring a number
of core competencies (Figure 15) or rather, abilities from the individual.
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PROPOSED COMPANY TRAINING PROGRAMME
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Figure 14

Organisation Framework for Training Programme
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Figure 15

Core Competencies
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PROPOSED COMPANY TRAINING FRAMEWORK
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Figure 16

The Training Framework
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Figure 17

Training and Development Mapping
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PROPOSED COMPANY PRACTICAL ASSESSMENT
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Figure 18

Practical Assessment Pathway
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Figure 19

Training Assessment and Training Verification
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The overarching elements which tie the whole process together is shown in Figures
16 - 19. Insofar as every element of training and skills acquisition leads to the level of
individual competency; the principal mechanism by which this can be measured is by
an assurance statement whereby the individuals development is robustly examined by
assessors and verifiers and finally through a panel interview.

The culmination of this ‘journey’ allows the target objective to be met whereby the
aspirations and expectations of both the individual as well as that of the Company in
terms of delivering excellence is achieved.

Having set out and briefly described how competency can be achieved within a
Company, the extent to which such a programme can realise the Organisation’s
guarantee that any asset designed and put into operation is well ensured. The
rigorous and structured approach to nurturing any one individual from novice to expert
through controlled and managed discipline programmes, continual assessments and
verification produces individuals with the breadth and depth of skills and knowledge to
be able to translate ideas and designs into realisable assets.

This document lends support to the argument that in achieving competent individuals
and teams across the Company through a structured and systematic approach to
learning, skills and knowledge acquisition and evolving competency over time provides
a unified and consistent workforce which can execute those tasks and activities
required from them. For example, from a starting point of novice in say mechanical or
petroleum engineering the individual will be led systematically through the foundation
requirements of his work through both theoretical as well as practical on the job
training. In time this individual will require all the necessary capabilities to assert and
support and innovate his or her thinking into providing the correct solutions for the job.

The indicative and automatic consensus would be that in providing the ‘correct’
solutions needed, it could be stated that ‘we can get it right first time’ in our design, in
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our fabrication and testing, in our operations phases. Running away with the idea that
we have provided the perfect solution must always carry the burden however that
uncertainties do exist in whatever we do, however plausible, however right it may
appear to be.

The question to be asked therefore is that despite the in-depth and structured
approach to learning and skills acquisition, can we ever guarantee complete success
with this level of skills and knowledge management. Based on probabilities, the
uncertainties surrounding all that we do, the response is probably no.

However, at best, if at the very least we are able to control and manage those
uncertainties through those acquired skills, knowledge and competencies and applied
to our need for more energy infrastructure; the result would not entirely be to the
detriment of the Company as a whole. The long term implication of this being is that
engineers and technologists will be judged in the future to have adopted and
implemented practices resulting in safe and reliable assets.
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